
 
 

FALL PREVENTION 
Introduction 
Falls are one of the leading causes of injuries and fatalities in the construction industry. Preventing falls is crucial to 
ensure the safety and well-being of all workers on site. This toolbox talk will cover the key elements of fall prevention, 
including hazard recognition, proper use of fall protection equipment, and safe work practices. 

Key Points 
1. Recognize Fall Hazards 

• Uneven Surfaces: Be aware of tripping hazards and uneven ground. 
• Open Edges: Identify any open sides or edges on scaffolds, platforms, and buildings. 
• Ladders: Ensure ladders are stable and placed on firm, level surfaces. 
• Roof Work: Pay special attention when working on roofs, as they are common fall areas. 

2. Use of Fall Protection Equipment 
• Personal Fall Arrest Systems (PFAS): Always wear a full-body harness, lanyard, and anchor point. 

o Harness: Ensure it fits properly and is free of damage. 
o Lanyard: Check for wear and tear, and make sure it is the appropriate length. 
o Anchor Point: Must be able to support at least 5,000 pounds per worker attached. 

• Guardrails: Install guardrails on all open sides and edges where workers can fall 6 feet or more. 
• Safety Nets: Use safety nets where guardrails and PFAS are not feasible. 

3. Safe Work Practices 
• Housekeeping: Keep work areas clean and free of debris to prevent trips and falls. 
• Inspections: Regularly inspect fall protection equipment and work areas for potential hazards. 
• Training: Ensure all workers are trained on fall hazards and the proper use of fall protection equipment. 
• Buddy System: Work in pairs whenever possible to provide mutual support and assistance. 

ACTION STEPS 
Daily Checklist 

1. Inspect Equipment: Before starting work, inspect all fall protection gear. 
2. Assess Work Area: Identify and mitigate any fall hazards. 
3. Use Proper Gear: Ensure everyone uses the appropriate fall protection equipment. 
4. Maintain Cleanliness: Keep the site tidy to prevent slips, trips, and falls. 
5. Report Hazards: Immediately report any unsafe conditions to a supervisor. 

Emergency Procedures 
• Know the Plan: Be familiar with the site’s emergency response plan for fall incidents. 
• First Aid: Have trained first aid personnel and kits readily available. 
• Emergency Contacts: Keep a list of emergency contact numbers accessible. 

Conclusion 
Fall prevention is a shared responsibility. By recognizing hazards, using proper fall protection equipment, and adhering 
to safe work practices, we can significantly reduce the risk of falls and ensure a safer work environment for everyone. 
Remember: Safety is everyone’s job. Stay alert, use your fall protection gear, and look out for your coworkers. 

Questions and Discussion 
• Have you encountered any fall hazards on the job site recently? 
• Do you have any concerns about the fall protection equipment being used? 
• How can we improve our fall prevention practices? 

Stay Safe and Prevent Falls! 
 


